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13 ABSTRACT A technique has been developed for measuring the elevated-
temperature tensile properties of materials .ollowing "instantaneous"
in-depth heating. High-energy pulsed electron beams are used to heat
specimens to the required temperature in approximately 0.08 jjsec, and a
Hopkinson bar-type device, in a tensile configuration, is usedt to per-
formn the mechanical tests at any desired time after irradiation. Data
on the temperature-induced degradation of the Young's Modulus and the
yield stress of 2014-T6 aluminum and commercially pure alpha titanium
have-been obtained. The data extend up to approximately 700 F for
three different times at temperature: 0.2 msec, 1.0 msec and 10 msec.
The results indicate that the Young's Modulus at ambient pressure appear
to be a function of temperature only. The degradation of the yield
strength, on the other hand, is time- and temperature-dependent but not
as severe as that shown by the long-heating-time handbook data.

Results are also presented on measurements of the Gruneisen co-1
efficient of 2014-T6 aluminum and alpha titanium at energy densities up

Sto melt. The measurements 
were made using a pressure transducer located

just beyond the region of energy deposition to measure the pressures
generated by the deposition of electron energy at constant volume. The
results agree with those calculated from equilibrium thermodynamic data
and suggest a temperature independent Gruneisen coefficient at internal
eniergies at least up to melt.
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FOREWORD

This report describes the work performed by Physics

International Company for the Army Materials and Mechanics

Research Center (AMMRC) under Contract No. DAAG46-69-C-0126.

The program was entitled "Material Properties Measurements

Using Pulsed Electron Beams" and its objectives were threefold:

e To develop a technique for measuring elevated-

temperature high strain-rate mechanical properties

under conditions where the material is heated

uniformly in a -ew tens of nanoseconds and to

determine mechanical properties of the material, for

varying but generally short times at temperature

thereafter.

* To demonstrate this technique by obtaining data on

two structural metals.

* To further characterize the response of the same two

materials to rapid heating by measuring their

Gruneisen, or pressure-energy coupling, :oefficient.

These objectives were successfully accomplished.

The administration of the program at AMMRC was performed by

Dr. S. C. Chou; Mr. J. Dignam was the Program Manager. The pro-

-,am manaqJer at Physics Int: rnational was Dr. T. Stefansky.
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ABSTRACT

A technique has been developed for measuring in a direct

and straightforward manner the elevated-temperature tensile pro-

perties of materials following "instantaneous" in-depth heating.

High-energy pulsed electron beams are used to heat specimens to

the required temperature in approximately 0.08 wsec, and a

Hopkinson bar-type device, in a tensile configuration, is used

to perform the mechanical tests at any desired time after

irradiation.

Data on the temperature-induced degradation of the Young's

Modulus and the yield strength of 2014-T6 aluminum and commer-

cially pure alpha titanium have been obtained. The data extend

up to approximate'y 700 F for three different times at tempera-

ture: 0.2 msec, 1.0 msec and 10 msec. The strain rates were

approximately 500 in./in./sec. The results indicate that the

dynamic tensile properties of the materials studied are degiaded

at these temperatures and times at temperature, following

instantaneous in-depth heatin%. More specifically, the Young's

Modulus at ambient pressure appears to be a function of tempera-

ture only. The degradation of the yield strength, on the other

hand, is time- and temperature-dependent but not as severe as

that shown by the long-heating-time handbook data.

Results are also presented on direct measurements of the

Gruneisen coefficient of 2014-T6 aluminum and alpha titanium at

energy densities up to melt. The measurements were made using

v



the transmitted stress technique: a pressure transducer located

just beyond the region of energy deposition measures the pres-

sures generated by the deposition of electron energy at constant

volume. The results agree well with those calculated from

equilibrium thermodynamic data and they suggest, therefore, a

temperature independent Cruneisen coefficient at internal ener-

gies at least up to melt.
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SECTION 1

PROPERTY DEGRADATION DUE
TO "INSTANTANEOUS" IN-DEPTH HEATING

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM AND THE CHOSEN METHOD OF APPROACH

The temperature dependence of the mechanical properties of

metals and alloys is well documented (Reference 1) for times at a

temperature where properties have reached steady state values.

Typical long soak times yield stress data versus temperature are

shown on Figure 1.1. As a general rule, for long soak times the

material no longer has any significant strength at temperatures

equal to half the melting point.

In the region where strength properties vary with time and

temperature, the data that are available (Reference 2) are rather

fragmentary and become increasingly so for high heating rates and

short soak timcs. Although some evidence exists that strength

properties can undergo significant temperature-induced degrada-

tion for times-to-heat plus times-to-test as short as one second

(Reference 3), the data are not in the range of direct interest

to a nuclear radiation effects analyst concerned with structural

response. From this standpoint, a more reasonable and desirable

set of data would be generated under the following conditions:

o The specimen is heated in a small fraction of a
microsecond.

These data were obtained using a resistive heating technique
coupled with a conventional Hopkinson bar apparatus (Reference 3).

Preceding Page Blank
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" The specimen is held at temperature, and its high
strain rate mechanical properties (yield stress,
Young's modulus, etc.) are measured for times raT ing
from a fraction of a millisecond to many millisei',ds
after heating.

" The testing time is very short compared with the time
at temperature.

" The specimen must be sufficientlj large so that
macroscopic properties can be measured.

In this report a technique is described for measuring the

dynamic yield stress and Young's modulus in tension ',nder the
above noted conditions. This technique now is state of the art.

High-energy pulsed electron beams are used to achieve heating

approximately 80 nanoseconds (or 60 nanoseconds at full width at

the half maximum (FWHM)). A modified Hopkinson bar type device in

a tensile configuration mated to the electron accelerator is used

to measure the dynamic tensile properties at any desired time

after irradiation. Data on the temperature degraded mechanical

properties of 2014-T6 aluminum alloy and a commercially pure

alpha-titanium are presented. The significance of these data for

structural design is discussed.

1.2 A TECHNIQUE FOR SUBMICROSECOND HEATING BY PULSED ENERGY
DEPOSITION

Rapid heating of a spec'men can be readily accomplished by

irradiation with a high intensity short duration electron beam

pulse.

Electrons lose energy as they pass through matter primarily

by ionizing the atoms in the material through eleczron-electron

interactions. Excitation azd recombination by the secondary

electrons with ions increase the kinetic energy of the atoms, and

thereby the temperature of the material.



The amount of energy an electron loses in passing through a

given thickness of matter is proportional to the density, p, and

the ratio of atomic number to the atomic mass number, Z/A. Since

Z/A varies only from 0.5 for low-Z elements to 0.4 for high-Z

elements, if distances that the electrons travel in the material

are expressed in terms of the product of the density times the

length, the path-length increases quite slowly with Z.

The electrons also undergo extensive elastic scattering with

the nuclei. As a result, the average depth of penetration is

considerably less than the average total path length. Since the

scattering cross section increases with Z, the effects of

decreasing stopping power and increased scattering compensate,

and consequently, the depth of penetration expressed in grams/cm
2

tends to be independent of material for a given energy electron

beam. The maximum depth of penetration is shown as a function of

ele tron energy in Figure 1.2.

The extensive scattering causes some electrons which bombard

a material to be scattered back out. However, upon reaching a

depth representing an appreciable portion of their total range,

the electrons are unlikely to reach the surface again. As a

result, electron-energy deposition profiles, i.e., specific

energy denosited versus distance into target, have a peak value

at a point interior to the surface. An energy deposition profile

for a beam with a mean electron energy of 4.5 MeV is shown in

Figure 1.3.

Uniform heating of a specimen by a pulsed electron beam can

be achieved by using target samples that are thin in comparison

to the electron range, and sample dimensions such that the beam

intensity is constant over the irradiated area.

4
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The heating rate obtained is dependent only upon the peak

dose and the duration of the beam. The latter is a characteris-

tic of the accelerator and for Physics International's Model 1140

Pulserad used in these experiments, is on the order of 60 nsec

,FWfiM). Thus the electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity,

o3: dielectric properties of the material do not limit the heating

rates in contrast with joule or microwave heating techniques.

A detailed description of the operation of pulsed electron

accelerators is not pertinent to this report and can be found in

References 5, 6, and 7. Very briefly, however, a resonance

charged Blumlein transmission line delivers a pulse to the

cathode such that the electric field causes direct field emission

of electrons toward the anode. The stream of electrons passes

through the thin anode into a drift chamber where experiments are

performed. In these experiments, the intensity of the beam falls

off as the inverse square of the distance from the anode.

Using the Model 1140 Pulserad operating with a mean electron

energy of 4.5 MeV, a uniformity of heating through the thickness

of ± 5 percent can be obtained for aluminum specimens 0.080-inch

thick, centering the sample about the peak of the deposition

profile by using a filter. Moreover, a substantial fluence is

transmitted through the sample, and can be measured using total

absorbing calorimeters. This, in conjunction with the energy

deposition profile and the specific heat of the target, can be

used to determine the radiation induced temperature increase in

the -pecimen. Alternatively, the temperature increase in a
specimen can be directly measured wiL.. iocouples, and corre-
lated with the transmitted fluence to obtain a calibration curve.

The two methods generally agree within ± 15 percent.

7



The deposition profile for a given experimental configura-

tion is computed using the PIE-ID Monte Carlo electron transport

code (Reference 8) and the time dependent electron energy spec-

trum derived from the accelerator current and voltage recordings.

The validity of the energy deposition profile obtained in

this way is confirmed by comparing the profile computed for

aluminum with that obtained with an aluminum depth dosimeter

(Figure 1.3). The dosimeter consists of a stack of closely

spaced, thin aluminum foils that are thermally isolated (Figure

1.4). The collimated electron beam impinges normally over the

center portion of the foils, such that virtually all the elec-

trons incident are captured in the foils, despite the electron

scattering. Iron-constantan thermocouples are spot-welded to the

edge of each foil, outside the irradiated region; the temperature

rise of each foil establishes the total energy deposited in each

foil.

The total energy stored in the Model 1140 Pulserad is suffi-
2ciently large that fluences up to 300 cal/cm uniform over

several square centimeters can be obtained. Consequently, the

uniformity in fluence (or temperature) over a 1-inch long by

0.5-inch wide target area is generally within t 10 percent for

fluence levels on the order of 100 cal/cm 2.

Although unirorm heating can be obtained for sample thick-

nesses equivalent to as great as 0.080 inches of aluminum for the

heating rates employed here, the sample thickness must be limited

to prevent damage to the specimen b thermomechanical stress

waves. The generation of these stresses is discussed in the

second section of this report. If thermal expansion through the

thickness of the specimen is incomplete after en rgy deposition,

8
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the superposition of stress relief waves from the free surfaces

can produce tensile failure at the midplane of the sample. Ther-

mal expansion, i.e., stress relief, proceeds at the speed of

sound in the material, so the peak tension associated with a

given dose can be greatly reduced by making the specimen thick-

ness comparable to or less than the distance a sound wave can

propagate during the source duration. Data on the peak dose

required to induce incipient tensile damage in this way as a func-

tion of sample thickness are given in Reference 6 for alpha

titanium and 6061-T6 aluminum.

1.3 A DYNAMIC TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING THE STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF
MATERIALS FOLLOWING HIGH RATE HEATING

The technique employed to measure the yield stress and

Young's modulus of materials following high rate heating is based

upon observation of a tensile stress pulse that passes through a

heated region in a strip of the material. Young's modulus, E,

can be obtained from a measurement of the elastic wave transit

time through the heated region, which determines the elastic wave

velocity, Co , in the heated region, and from the relationship

E = pC 0.

If the amplitude of the stress pulse before passing into the

heated reqion is at the yield rtress for the unheated material,

an elastic-plastic wave will result in the heated portion if the

yield stress has been degraded by the temperature. The amplitude

of the elastic wave will be equal to the yield stress in the

heated material. The elastic wave velocity, CO = F is much

greater (typically a factor of seven) than the nominal plastic

wave velocity, Cp, which is given by (Reference 9)

10



where da(e)/d is the slope of the stress-strain relationship

in uniaxial tension. Consequently, unless the loading pulse is

much longer than length of the heated region, the elastic

unloading wave will attenuate the plastic loading wave.

As the elastic wave re-enters cold material, it remains

elastic. Measurement of its amplitude (in the cold material)

thus provides the yield stress in the heated region, after a

small correction for slight differences in the acoustic impedance

between the heated and cold materials.

Strain gauges placed on either side of the heated region

allow measurement of the elastic transit time; the amplitude of

the elastic stress wave transmitted through the heated region can

also be measured with strain gauges.

In this study, the pulsed electron beam from the Model 1140

Pulserad was used to heat a one-inch long portion of a half-inch

wide strip of the materials investigated. A graphite shield was

used to mask all but the desired area from the beam. Strain

gauges were placed on either side of the heated region.

A tensile pulse was produced in the specimen at the desired

times using an apparatus specially designed and constructed under

this contract. The experimental configuration is shown in

Figure 15.

The tensile loading device is, in essence, a Hopkinson bar

apparatus in a tensile configuration. The essential features of

the device are illustrated in Figures 1.5 through 1.8. A tensile

wave is induced in a long and slender elastic bar upon impact of

a gas driven projectile on a tup attached to the bar. The pro-

jectile is concentric with the bar and travels toward the tup.

ii
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Figure 1.5 Experimental configuration.
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Figure 1.6 Schematic of tensile wave formation.
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Fiauro 1.7 Specimen-gripping assembly and instrumentation
(not to scale).
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The tensile wave thus generated is transmitted into a specimen

joined to the other end of the bar.

The formation of the tensile wave in the input bar and its

transmission into the specimen is illustrated in Figure 1.6. The

tensile pulse in the bar has a risetime of less than 10 psec.

Most of this appears to be due to geometric dispersion. The

duration of the tensile pulse is governed by the lengths of the

pr jectile and the tup and has generally been 100 psec. Impact

conditions are chosen so that the yield stress of the specimen is

exceeded while the input wave is still rising. As a result, the

measurements do not depend on the detailed shape of the input

tensile wave, as long as the strain rate is held constant from

shot to shot.

The impact velocity is varied by changing the pressure of
t.
* the driving gas. The pressure container has, in addition, a

bi-ilt-in volume adjustment, which together with the various

barrel extensions available, gives the system a stress capability

covering the range of practical interest.

The input bar and the projectile-tup assemblies are fabri-

cated from 7075-T6 aluminum, which has been found to be suitable

for low to medium strength materials.

The specimen-gripping assembly that is used is shown in
Figure 1.7. The lower portion of the specimen is inserted into a

narrow slot at the top end of the input bar and is joined to the

latter by a layer of Aerobond 2211 (Adhesive Engineering Company)

high-strength epoxy. This is a critical area since improper

gripping can lead to substantial distortions of the incoming
stress-wave. The gripping technique illustrated in Figure 1.7
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has held at the highest stress levels used without distorting the

loading wave. The grips are not heated directly or by thermal

diffusion during the test.

The upper end of the sample is not gripped, i.e., the

unheated portion of the sample acts effectively as an "inertia

bar." This arrangement prevents buckling of the specimen because

of the thermal expansion If the rapidly heated gauge length. The

input bar is supported by having the tup rest directly on the

impact trigger and absorber assembly, which appears in Figure 1.5.

The stress pulse that is transmitted to the specimen can be

determined by considering the requireitient that the total force

and the particle velocity must be continuous across the interface.

This leads to the conditions that a stress increment, Aal, and

its corresponding particl;- velocity increment Av1 = Aa1/plCl, in

the input bar transmit stress and particle velocity increments,

Au2 and Av2 , into the specimen as given by

c 2 Au1
2 A2 pCI

A1 + p 2C

and

2 Av1
Av2 = P2 +P2CA2

+ PCIA1

where p and A denote the respective densities and cross sectional

areas; C denotes the bar velocity for elastic increments, given

by JE/W where E is Young's modulus. For plastic increments, C

is the plastic wave velocity, given by C = fdo/dE /p.
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For A2 << Al, which was the case in the experiments here

(A2 /A 1 - 0.05), and comparable acoustic impedances, we obtain

Av2 1 2Av 1

This approximation improves when yielding occurs in the specimen,

since C2 decreases. Thus, the loading of the specimen is equiva-

lent to specifying a velocity boundary condition v2 (t) = 2v1 (t).

It may also be noted that as C2 decreases, the transmitted

stress increments decrease relative to the stress increments in

the input bar. Making use of the fact that v2 (t) is known, the

transmitted stress may be computed from the relationship

v 2 W(t)a 1/2= / ~~ v

v 2 (o) (

if the stress strain relationship is known. Since da/dE in the

plastic range is much less than E, once yielding occurs in the

specimen further increases in the velocity lead to comparatively

small increases in the stress transmitted to the specimen. Con-

sequently, very high stress levels would be required in the input

bar to obtain the velocities necessary to achieve fracture in

ductile materials.

The strain gauges were spaced 5.7 centimeters apart, with

the lower gauge located approximately 0.5 centimeters from the

input bar interface. The heated region, 2.5 centimeters in

length, was centered between the gauges. Sample thicknesses were

0.010 inches (0.025 cm), so despite the complex details of the

boundary conditions at the interface between the input bar and

18



the specimen, the first gauge is located 20 specimen thick-

nesses away. Consequently, the stress should be uniform through-

out the thickness by that distance.

Specimen widths were one-half inch (1.3 cm) so the existence

of transverse stress components in the plane of the strip is a

potential concern. However, even if the strain in this trans-

verse direction were completely suppressed, the effective longi-

tudinal modulus would be increased only about 10 percent for a

material with a Poisson ratio of 0.3. The yield stress for a von

Mises yield condition would also be increased by about 10 percent

in such a case. This, of course, is a more severe case than

would actually be encountered since stress waves can cross the

width of the specimen four times during the ten psec risetime of
the pulse. In addition, the farthest end of the heated region is

about four strip widths away from the interface with the input

bar. Finally, the strain gauge nearest the input bar need only

record the arrival time of the stress pulse, and only the

velocity of propagation beyond that point influences the measure-

ment of Young's modulus.

The strain gauges used are 350 0, SR-4 foil gauges (BLH

FAE-06S-35-59), bonded with a thin layer of non-brittle cement.

The gauges were powered with continuous-operation, constant-

current power supplies. The gauge output was recorded with

Tektronix 556 oscilloscopes equipped with Type W preamplifiers.

The gauge current used was 20 mA, which with the strain gauge

factor of about 2, yields a sensitivity of 14 volts per unit

strain. This provided a satisfactory signal level.
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Considerable care was required to prevent direct electron
irradiation, RF and bremsstrahlung induced transients in the

strain gauge circuit during the -lectron beam pulse from

saturating the amplifierg on ,te oscilloscope. An aluminum foil

RF shield was placed around each strain gauge, and all cables

were triple shielded. The type W preamplifiers have a fast

recovery and were operated in differential mode.

In determining the transit time between gauges, the differ-
ence in arrival time at the two locations was used. Since the

foot of the recorded pulse does not show a sharp break from the

baseline, the arrival time was defined as the intercept between

the baseline and an extension of the linearly rising portion of

the gauge record (Figure 1.9). The elastic velocity, CH' in the

heated gauge length, Z, is determined from the transit time, T,

between the gauges, separated by distance, S, as

CH T i(S-t0

C
0

where C0 is the elastic velocity in cold material.

The yield stress is obtained from the gauge positioned

beyond the heated region. The beginning of yield (elastic limit)

is indicated by a knee in the traces. We have chosen to define

the yield stress as the first deviation from linearity as shown

in Figure 1.9. The alter..ative definition shown also gives con-

sistent results, as will be discussed below.

The appearance of yield on the strain gauge traces is shown

in Figures 1.10 and 1.11 for typical room temperature shots on

2014-T6 alumninum and alpha titanium. The strain rate in these
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Figure 1.9 Definition of yield.
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Figure 1.11 Strain gauge traces for a room temperature shot

on alpha titanium.
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tests was approximately 500 in./in./sec (as given by the slope of

the strain-time curve).

For measurements at elevated temperature, the heated gauge

length is 1-inch-long, and one must take into account the

impedance mismatch at the upper boundary between the gauge length

and cold portion of the samnple. Since the wave that propagates

through the heated region is elastic, one-dimensional elastic

wave analysis supplies applies. It can be shown that the upper

strain gauge measures a stress, aT, such that

2
T PhCh I

1+- PoCo

where p = density

C = velocity of sound

h = hot

c = cold

Therefore, oI, the stress amplitude in the heated material, is

easily calculated.

Losses caused by heat conduction during the short times at

temperature of interest here can be shown to be negligible by a

simple steady heat-flow calculation. For a short time following

the heating of the gauge length it is valid to postulate that the

temperature gradient between two points a small distance on

either side of the hot-cold boundary is constant.

The rate of heat conduction can then be expressed as

fT kdT
T 0

P1
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where Q is the rate of heat flow in heat units per unit time, k

is the thermal conductivity, T is the temperature of the hot

material, T is the initial temperature P1 and P2 are points in

the heated and cold regions, respectively, and A is the cross-

sectional area. The worst case (maximum conduction) is for

aluminum heated to the maximum temperature specified with the

longest specified time at temperature. Consider, herefore, that

a 1-inch-long by 1/2-inch-wide by 0.025-inch-thick gauge section

of 2014-T6 aluminum is rapidly heated (in less than 0.01 lsec) to

700 F.

Let P1 be 0.5 mm within the heated region and P2 at 0.5 mm

outside the boundary. If the heat conductivity of the alloy is

taken as 0.37 cal/cm 2/cm/ C/sec (Reference 1) the rate of heat

loss is Q = 16 cal/sec. The heat content of the gauge length at

700 F is H 2.75 calories of which a maximum of 0.16 calories or

6 percent will be lost in 0.01 seconds. The maximum anticipated

heat loss is therefore quite moderate in aluminum and also in

titanium.

To obtain the various times at temperature triggering

devices were located in the gas gun to fire the electron beam

ac:celerator. For times on the order of 10 msec, a small piston

placed in a radial orifice in the barrel is moved to cortact a

trigger electrode by the gas pressure behind the projectile after

it passes the orifice. For times on the order of I to 0.25 msec,

a spring-loaded triggering pin was placed near the bottom of the

impact chamber port. Contact between the projectile and the pin

triggers the machine. In both cases, the time at temperature is

measured by triggering an oscilloscope simultaneously with the

electron beam deposition and displaying the output of an impact

trigger on the trac.. The stress wave arrives at the heated

gauge length 0.25 msec after impact.
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The velocity of the projectile is measured on each shot by

interrupting two spatially separated laser beams that illuminate

a photodiode (Figure 1.5).

1.4 DEGRADED TENSILE PROPERTIES OF 2014-T6 ALUMINUM AND ALPHA
TITANIUM

The data obtained on 2014-T6 aluminum are summarized in

Table 1.1. Room temperature properties agree w-ll with published

values (References 1 and 4). At room temperature 2014-T6 alumi-

num is insensitive to strain rate, so the results should be

independent of the test technique. At elovated temperatures

2014-T6 aluminum may be strain-rate dependent; however, because,

as is discussed below, the amplitude of the stress pulse

traveling with the elastic velocity is observed after propagating

several centimeters in the heated material, the observed yield

stress should be nearly equivalent to its quasistatic value.

A representative set of oscillograph records is shown in

Figure 1.12.

The temperature along the gauge length is uniform approxi-

mately within 10 percent (the peak temperature is used in

strength %versus temperature plots). A representative temperature

profile is given in Figure 1.13.

The r.,asured Young's modulus is shown in Figure 1.14. The

modulus appears to be only a function of temperature and, in

fact, agrees quite well with reported values (Reference 4) for

long heating times. Once the radiation induced internal pres-

sures have decayed, one would indeed expect the modulus to be a

function of temperature only. The estimated uncertainties in the

modulus shown in Figure 1.14 represent the uncertainty in the

measured transit time.
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TABLE 1.1

DATA SUMMARY FOR TENSILE PROPERTIES
OF 2014-TC ALUMINUM FOLLOWING
INSTANTVIEOUS HEATING

Time at Yield Young's
Shot Temp. Temperature Stress Moduls

Number ( F) (msec) (ksi) (x 101 psi)

6-11-3D Room - 63.6 -

10404 Room - 60.6 10.48

10408 350 .250 55.5 9.83

10867 496 .250 48.5 -

10409 632 .250 45.8 -

10400 146 1.0 56.7 10.27

10406 242 1.1 54.8 10.27

10395 326 1.0 52.5 9.87

10864 553 0.75 45,5 7.79

10792 500 1.0 47.2 -

10863 302 10.0 50.3 -

10865 425 10.0 46.4 9.28

10862 537 10.0 44.1 7.79
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Bottom trace: Upper sample

gauge
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Shot 10395
Temperature: 326 F
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b. Transit time trace, 10 isec/cm

i'utue 1.12 Strain gauge traces for an elevated temperature shot
on 2014-T6 aluminum with a 1 msec time at temperature,
(shot 10295).
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Figure 1.14 Thermal degradation of Young's Modulus for 2014-T6
aluminum.
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The yield stress, on the other hand, appears to be a func-

tion of temperature as well as time at temperature. This is

illustrated in Figure 1.15. The strain at yield also changes

with temperature and time at temperature (Figure 1.16). The time

dependence of the yield stress for these short times at tempera-

ture is probably associated with metallurgical changes in the

structure of the material. It has been stated (Reference 10)

that such zh':-.iges, for example changes in precipitate size, can

occur on a time scale of milliseconds. However, the change in

yield stress might also be related to changes in both the modulus

(Figure 1.14) and the strain at yield (Figure 1.16), although not

enough is currently known about the structure on these time

scales to provide an explanation.

An alternative way of presenting the yield stress data is

shown in Figure 1.17, Degradation of the yield stress for times

at temperature of significance to structural response is seen to

be considerably less than for long soak times.

Data from References 1, 4 and 11 are also shown in Figures

1.15 and 1.17. The data show a nearly linear decrease in the

yield stress with temperature for very shoft times at tempera-

ture. The curves for the 0.2 to 10 msec data were faired through

the data points. However, the vertical bars about each datum

point denote only the uncertainty in interpreting the strain gauge

traces; an additional uncertainty results from the uncertainty in

the voltage calibration of the oscilloscopes which is estimated to

be on the order of 5 percent. Consequently, although the data do

indicate a trend between 0.2 and 10 msec data, it is possible

that all the short time heating data actually lie in a single

band. This would account for the apparent diLferences between
4

the 10 hour data and the 1 and 10 msec data below 250 F.
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The conventional rapid (less than 104 F/sec) heating rate data of

Babcock, et al., (Reference 11) appear to follow the millisecond

data band up to a temperature that increases with the heating

rate. At higher temperatures, Babcock's data approach the long

soak time data.

The measured yield stress values are sensitive to the defini-

tion of yield, as is shown in Figure 1.18. (Possible definitions

were given in Figure 1.9.) However, the percent degradation is

insensitive to the definition used as shown in Figure 1.19.

Since a-titanium is strain-rate sensitive, the effect of

strain rate upon the measurement must be considered. In this

experiment we observed the amplitude of the stress wave that

travels with the elastic velocity. For a constitutive relation-

ship (in uniaxial stress) of the form

E E- a=g UY, E)o at t =

where E is the elastic modulus and g is some function of the0

stress and strain, Malvern (Reference 12) has shown that for a

step-function velocity boundary condition

o

/y "2o2 =-1/2 t
g(3, - a

PC0

along x =Ct, where CO = ro/I and o is the static yield stress.

Assuming the particular form for the function g equivalent to

that used by Rubin (Reference 13)

g(G L) i (0 - E1 L)= 1
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where E1 is the slope of the static stress-strain curve in the

plastic region, and T is a characteristic relaxation time, the

amplitude of the dynamic overstress, i.e., the difference between

the dynamic stress and the static stress for corresponding

strains, in the leading portion of the pulse is given by

E1

(i1---)x/2 C OLI - oy = oYe Eo

Thus the dynamic overstress decays to l/e of its initial

value in a distance

2C T

1-E 1 /E

An upper bound for the relaxation time can be obtained from

split Hopkinson bar data. For the special case of a constant

strain rate, the constitutive relation we have assumed can be

integrated with the result

E 
E 0E (1- E.
Eo

where j is the static stress.

The split Hopkinson bar data on alpha titaaium fro,.

Reference 14 shows a 3 kbar dynamic overstress for a strain rate-l
of 603 sec at 75 F and a 3 Jbar dynamic overstrcss for a strain

rate of 1100 sec - 1 at 700 F. Consequ:ntly, relaxation times of

4.0 .ind d.2 ;sec are indicated for 75 F and 700 F, resWectively.
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The distances for the dynamic overstress to decay to i/e of

its initial value in alpha titanium is thus on the order if 4

centimeters at 75 F and 2 centimeters at 700 F. These compare to

the 5.7 centimeter distance from the input bar to the strain

gauge used to define yield and the 2.5 centimeter long heated

gauge length. Moreover, the loading to the specimei, is not a

step-function as assumed in deriving the relaxation distancc,-

the loading time is several relaxation times. Consequently, the

value obtained for the yield stress in these experiments sho'ild

be the quasistatic value or very nearly so.

The results for a-titanium are listed in Table 1.2. A

representative oscillograph of the elevaced temperature data is

shown . Figure 1.20. Examining the upper gauge record (i.e.,

the gauge beyond the region that is heated) in Figure 1.11 which

was obtained at room temperature, a pronounced ramp after initial

yield is observed. Such behavior is indicative that considerable

work hardening occurs in the vicinity of tl.e yield, since the

arrival time of a given btrain level depends upon the slope of

the stress-strain curve at that striin. In contrast, there is no

ramp after yield for the corresponding gauge record in Figure

1.20 indicatina d mcre abrupt yielding at elevated temperatures.

In addition, a sljqht drop is observed Such a drop would not be

expected from the rate independent model of elastic-plastic wave

propagation (Reference 9), and is probably due to residual stress

relaxation (strain rate _2ffects).

Degraded property data for this material are shown in

Figures 1.21 through 1.24. As is the case of 1014-T6 aluminum,

Young's modulus is temperature dependent only and in good aqrc-

ment with reported long soak time values (Reference 14). Compari--

sons for the yield stress are shown with longer heating time, low

strain rate and high striin rate data fron Refe.ence 1'.
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TABLE 1. 2

DATA SUMMARY FOR TENSILE PROPERTT7S
OF ALPHA TITANIUM FOLLOWING
INSTANTANEOUS HEATING

Time at Yield Young's
Shot Temp. Temperature Stress Moduls

Number ( F) (msec) (ksi) (x 10 psi)

7-31-3D Room - 92.7 18.01

7-21-4D Room - 89.1 17.04

7-22-2D Room - 97.5 17.51

7-24-3D Room - 94.5 17.21

7-31-5D Room - 90.7 17.04

10959 488 1.0 83.2 16.15

10960 545 1.0 77.2 14.93

10958 360 10.0 81.8 16.45

10875 650 10.0 73.8 14.94

10876 652 10.0 74.3 14.88

4
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Fi-jw-e 1.20 Strain gauge traces for an elevated temperature shot on
alpha titanium with a 10 msec time at temperature.
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1.5 CONCLUSIONS

A new technique has been developed and demonstrated that can

be used to measure the tensile yield stress and elastic modulus

of materials at elevated temperatures where the heating times are

less than a microsecond, and the time at temperature is as short

as 0.1 msec. The technique, which combines a high energy pulsed

electron beam, and a Hopkinson bar in a tensile configuration, is

independent of the electrical or thermal properties of the

material tested.

Data have been obtained on 2014-T6 aluminum and alpha

titanium, for temperatures up to 650 F and times at temperature

between 0.20 and 10 msec. The data for both materials show a

gradual, nearly linear decrease in the yield stress with tempera-

ture up to the maximum temperature tested, in contrast with other

data obtained on longer time scales.

The results of these measurements show that the time varia-
tion of the temperature dependent mechanical properties can be

measured on the time scales of interest to structural response.

Moreover, the use of iong-heating-time data can greatly overesti-

mate thie extent of strength degradation, and thus lead tc ineffi-

ciencies and severe penalties in design.

There is not enough presently known to identify the physical

processes associated with the time-dependence of the yield stress

at elevated temperatures and short times. However, aluminum

alloys in particular, where the strengthening mechanisms are

associated with the size and spacing of precipitates, could be

investigated by calculating the diffusion controlled size of the

precipitates as a function of time, and the stress field interac-

tions between an array of precipitates and a dislocation.
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The precipitate particles are compounds of copper, iron,

magnesium, silicon, etc., which in general will have different

thermal properties from the aluminum matrix. Since a nearly

uniform dose is delivered to the sample by the electron beam,

differences in specific heat will produce differences in the

initial temperatures. For example, the specific heat of CuAI 2,

which is a compound that may be present, is approximately half

that of aluminum (Reference 16). Consequently, when an alloy

containing CuAl 2 is heated with a pulsed electron beam, a CuAI 2

particle will be heated to a temperature twice that of the alumi-

num matrix. Although the precipitate particles are small and

will quickly lose heat by thermal conduction, the large initial

temperature gradient may lead to rapid diffusion (or even melting

or vaporization) over short distances and possibly to changes in

strength.

The mechanisms that influence the time dependence of the

yield stress can also be studied experimentally by obtaining data

on laboratory controlled alloys, varying the composition, size,

and spacing of the precipitates.
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SECTION 2

ENERGY-PRESSURE COUFLiNG IN HOMOGENEOUS MATERIALS

2.1 BACKGROUND AND METHOD OF APPROACH

The thermomechanical response of materials to a pulsed

radiation environment is directly dependent upon +he onerqy-

nressure-coupling relationship of the material. This relation-

ship is determined by the GrLlneisen coe.fficient, 1', and .iam- be

defined thermodynamically as

- (1)
v

where P is the pressure, V is the specific volume, and E ;.s the

specific internal energy. The Gruneisen coefficient thus

defined appears in the Gruneisen equaion of state (Reference 17),

which forms the basis for most finite-difference material

response codes currently in use throughout the community (P-for-
once 18). This equation, which can be written in tho form:

ITI

P (V) + (2)
V

is strictly aDuLicable only to homioqneous r.pdia, ar)d a ts extc. -

sion to heterogeneous materials nust he undc.itaken with cauti;on.

General'.izations of the equAtion have been developed v. n r ocrous

mnaterials by ferrmaan {References 19 and 2n) and Seaman and

Linde (Re'erence 21'. Additional cwnpications arise for compo-

sites and taixtures subjected to a pulsed radiation-environment

since therwodynamic epuilibrium nay not be hievc: durirIn the

times )' interist for the mater.ial res-none."
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Tr, the ca:-e of heterogeneous materials, depending upon the

imrdpl adorted, the Cruneisen coefficient may he considered either

on a rmcroscop)ic scale, where the constituent materials are

homoqeneous (References 20 and 21), or on a microscopic scale

(Reference 21) , in which case all quantities in Equation 1 are

averaged over dimensions that are large compared to the inhomo-

qeneities.

The value of the Gruneisen coefficient for homogeneous

materials can be computed from thermodynamic quantities (Refer-

once 17) as

- (3)
cp

where S is the volume-expansion coefficient, k is the adiabatic

bulk modulus, e is the density and cp is the specific heat at

constant pressure. The Gruneisen coefficient is a function of

volume (Reference 17) and is prchably also a function of f
temoerature (Reference 22); the significance of this variation

is zomewhat uncertain, particularly since it is difficult to

measure the parameters in Equation 3) as a function of temperature

without also varying the volume.

For heterogeneous materials, the Gruneisen coefficient

defined in the macroscopic sense is often referied to as the
'effective" Gruneisen coefficient. It is likely to be strongly

enerov descendent (Reference 23), energy-rate dependent (Reference
ni)_, or both.

This report describes measurements that provide a determina-

tion of t , macroscopic Gruneisen coefficient, which for

homogeneous materials is equivalent to the microscopic value. The

tec!,nique is ilso anplicable directly to heterogeneous materials.
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for computational models using macroscopic descriptions, and

indirectly for models using tne microscopic description, provided

the measurements are made on macroscopic samples of the individ-

ual constituents.

If the pressure in a substance is determined as a function
of energy at constant volume, the value of the Gruneisen
coefficient can be obtained from Equation 1. Sudden volume

heating can readily be achieved using high-intensity pulsed

electron beams and the problem is then reduced t measuring the
resulting pressure. One technique that can be used to obtain

the pressure is to use a sample (slab geometry) thick enough to

absorb all the incident electrons. A compressive stress wave
propagates from the heated, high-pressure region toward the rear

surface of the sample. A pressure transducer, such as a quartz

or manganin gauge, located just beyond the deposition depth, can

be used to record the stress pulse.

Material response calculations can be used to deduce the

initial pressure distribution, by assuming a value for the

Gruneisen coefficient and iterating until the computed stress

history agrees with the experimental data (References 25 to 30).

This requires a knowledge of the equation of state (the relation-

ship between pressure, volume, and energy) and the constitutive
relationship (the relationship between the stress and strain

deviators). In practice, however, this is not generally a serious

limitation, even if hugoniot or other data are not available.
The transducer is located just beyond the deposition region, so

the stress pulse travels oily a short distance; consequently,

the stress-time profile at the gauge is not seriously perturbed

by slight variations in th. sound speed with pressure (due to

curvature of the hugoniot), elastic-plastic, or other dispersive

effects. In addition, the arrivnl time of the stress pulse can

be used to determine the sound velocity for a given experiment
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since the sample geometry, energy deposition profile and the

en, rqv deposition time are known. The Bremsstrahlung radiation

during energy deposition produces a signal in the transducer

cables that provides a convenient fiducial mark for the energy

deposition time.

In the event that substantial changes do occur in the stress

pulse during its transit to the transducer, comparison of the

measured stress history with that computed from the assumed

equation of state and constitutive relationship will reveal any

serious inconsistencies.

The materials investigated in this study were 2014-T6

aluminum and alpha titanium. The equation of state for alpha

titanium has been investigated under the PREDIX program (Refer-

ence 14), and so is well known. Considerable data are available

on the properties of 2014-T6 aluminum and aluminum alloys

similar in composition, such as 2024 aluminum (References 11,

14, and 31). Consequently, 2014-T6 aluminum and aloha titanium

are appropriate materials to evaluate the suitability of the

technique employed here for measurement of the Gruneisen

coefficient.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND PROCEDURE

In the present experiments, pressures were generated by the

sudden deposition of electron energy in the target material.

Quartz transducers, (Reference 32), located just beyond the

region of energy deposition, were used to record the resulting

stress pulse.
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Electron beam energies were chosen such that the heated

region was acoustically thick, i.e., pressure relief during

deposition was confined to a small region near the front surface.

The duration of the stress pulse increases with the maximum

range of the electrons. Consequently, the energy of the elec-

trons must be limited such that the duration of the stress pulse

does not exceed the reading time of the transducer used; Valpey

Corporation type QH JA-3 gauges were used, which have a nominal

0.5 psec record time. Based upon these considerations, nominal

beam energies of 0.6 MeV and 1.1 MeV were selected for use in

the experiments. Two electron spectra were cnosen to investigate

the sensitivi.ty of the results to the shape of the deposition

profile.

The time dependent energy deposition must be known to input

to the material response calculation. This can be computed from

a knowledge of the beam energy spectrum and the incident fluence

(i.e., time-integrated energy flux) using Monte Carlo electron

transport techniques (Reference 8). In addition, when high

current beams are used the plasma properties of the beam must

be considered.

Intense electron beams are characterized by the parameter

v/y 'here

I (amps)
V 17,000 a

y (1-82 ) -1/2

and

= electron velocity/velocity of light.
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In cases where v/Y is not small compared to unity, transverse

enerqy components exist in the beam. Tis implies that on the

average, the electrons are incident upon the target at an angle.

This produces differences in the deposition profile from that

obtained for electrons incident normal to the target. The mean

anqle of incidence can be computed from the relationship

(Reference 33)

I 11/2
tarJ 2 tan- 2

(a+2) (l.16x10
9 )I2

pr
4 + 1 -1I

ne t

where a is the ratio of the mean kinetic energy of the beam

electrons, <E>, to the rest mass of the electron, 511 keY, Ipr

is the primary beam current in amps and Inet is the sum of the

primary current and the plasma current in amps. Thus, measure-

ments of the primary current, net current and mean electron

energy determine the mean angle of incidence.

The parameters necessary to de.ermine the mean angle are

measureable, and favorable correlations have been made betaeen
A

the current transmitted through various thickness foils, and the

computed values based upon the electron energy spectra and angles

of incidence obtained from the accelerator diagnostics (Refer-

once 33).

The exoerimental configuration employed in this study was

not directly compatible with the measurements necessary to obtain

The relative current transmitted throuch the foils determines
the number of electrons deposited in the slab and is equivalent
to a test of the validity of the energy deposition computation.
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the mean angle of incidence from active diagnostics. Conse-

quently, the energy deposition profiles, normalized to unit

fluence, were obtained as follows. First, the deposition profile
was measured in aluminum using a depth dosimeter (see Section

1.2 above). A series of Monte Carlo electron transport calcula-

tions were performed for aluminum with the PIE-lD code, using

the electron energy spectrum based upon the accelerator voltage
and several different values for the mean angle of incidence.

The angle that produced best agreement between the computed and

measured profiles was then assum- for subsequent calculations.

The optimum values obtained for the mean angles of incidence

were 45 degrees for Model 738 Pulserad operating at 1.1 MeV and

37 degrees for the Model 312 Pulserad, operating at 0.6 MeV. Com-

parisons of the computed and measured deposition profiles are

shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. These angles are consistent with

postulated values of the beam conditions and the results of pre-

vious measurements (References 7, 29, and 33).

The time dependence of the deposition profile is known from

the accelerator voltage monitor record.

In order to determine the fluence incident on the sample,
total absorbing graphite calorimeters were placed surrounding

the sample. In addition, thin bare thermocouples were placed

around the perimeter of the samples. This setup is shown

schematically in Figure 2.3. Pceliminary experiments were

performed to calibrate the output of the bare thermocou-lcs in
terms of the incident fluence. This was accomplished in a series
of experiments in which the bare thermocouples were placed

immediately in front of an array of graphite calorimeter blocks.

A calibration curve from a number of shots is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Some variation in tlie calibration curves will occur when

the thermocouples are placed in front of target materials

differenL from :he graphite, due to differences in electron

backscatter. Based upon Monte Carlo electron transport

calculations, a three-percent correction was applied to the

curves for the aluminum targets and a seven-percent correction

was used when titanium targets were irradiated. It was possible

to use the bare thermocouples up to doses of about 100 cal/gram,

at which level they started to spall and/or melt.

On a given sample experiment the fluence over the sample

area was obtained by interpolating the data from surrounding

calorimeter blocks and the output readings of the bare thermo-

couples. Thus, it, was possible to detect any significant

variation in fluence over the sample region of interest. The

fluences determined by the two methods were generally in good

agreemen t.

The following procedure was used to deduce the Gruneisen

coefficient. For each experiment the appropriate time dependent

energy deposition, based on the measured fluence and the electron

transport calculations, and sample gcometry were input to Physics

Internationa's ID Lagrangian material response code, "POD."

The equations of state assumed are shown in Table 2.1. The

computed stress history in the quartz at the specimen-quartz

interface was compared to the measured quartz transducer record.

Since the variation of the computed peak pressure is very nearly

linear with the value assumed for the Gruneisen coefficient, the

('ntimum value for the Gruneisen coefficient to fit a given

experimental record could be obtained by simple scaling of the

value assumed in the initial computation by the ratio of the

peak measured to calculated stress.
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2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative quartz transducer records obtained for an

aluminum sample and a titanium sample are shown in Figures 2.5

and 2.6. The first signal is a short pulse due to electron

Bremsstrahlung radiation incident upon the cables for the

transducer. This provides a precise fiducial point for tiLe

energy deposition. The compressive stress pulse arrives shortly

thereafter and -s completely recorded well withi-, the 0.5 psec

reading time of the transducer. The time-dependent deposition

profiles for these shots are shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.8,

respectively.

Comparison- of the measured and computed stresz profiles

are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. Reasonable agreement is

obtained in the arrival and shape of the calculated and measured

oulses.

The complete set of oscillogram records along with the

associated energy deposition profiles and computer calculations

are presented in Appendix A for the 2014-T6 aluminum and

Appendix B for alrha titanium.

The results for 2014-T6 aluminum are summarized in Tabie

2.2 and Figure 2.11, while those for titanium are pre7ented in

Table 2.3 and Figure 2.12. The uncertainty associated with each

datun roint for the aluminum is estimated to be t 15 percent,

• ," ton the accuracy of the interpolation for the fluence

incide!nt upon the sample and to a lesser extent the observed

shot-to-shct variations in the deposition profile.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 14523

Sensitivity sweep:

Upper trace: 2 V/cm
Lower trace: 5 V/cm

Time: 0.1 isec/cm

Figure 2.5 Pressure response of a quairtz gauge to deposition of
electron energy in 2014-T6 aluminum--shot 14523.



NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 616
Sensitivity sweep:

Upper trace: 2 V/cm
Lower trace: 5 V/cm

Time: 0.1 lusec/cm

Figure 2.6 Pressure response of a quartz gauge to deposition of
electron energy in c-titanium--shot 616.
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Figure 2.7 Calculated electron deposition profile for shots
14531, 14523 and 14529 in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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Figure 2.9 Comparison between measured and calculated stress pro-
tiles as shown by a quartz gauge, shot 1,4523, 2014-T6
aluminum.
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Figure 2.12 Energy dppendence of the Gruneisen coefficient in
alphia titanium.
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The uncertainty in the fluence for the titanium shots is

slightly greater, since the effect of electron backscatter was

only estimated. Consequently, an additional two pcre..nt un-

certainty i. i-sumed for these data making a total -ncertainty

of ± 17 percent. on the highest fluence data shot tor each

material, the fluence was less uniform and an overall uncertainty

of ± 2C percent is estimated for tJ-se shots.

The mean value for the Gruneisen coefficient t,.t was
obtained for the 2 !4-T6 aluminum was 2.20 with a standard

deviation of 0.16, for specific energies of up to 160 cAl/gram.

The standard deviation of the data, on the order of seven

percent, falls yell within the uncertainty associated with a

given experimental point ('- 15 percent). This indicates that

the data are consistent within themselves and even though the

absolute uncertainty in the coefficient is ± 15 percent, any

variation in the coefficient with specific energy must be less

than 7 percent over the range in dose.

The value of 2.20 . 0.32 for the Gruneisen coefficient of

2014-T6 aluminum compares favorably with the reported handbook

value of 2.13 (Reference 18). The values obtained specifically

for 2014-T6 aluminum computed from thermodynamic quantities are

somewhat lower, 1.81 from Reference 11 and 1.88 from Reference 31.

These latter values are 15 percent and 18 percent below the

values obtained in this program ond consequently, lie just outside

the estimated error band.

An average value for the Gruneisen coefficient for alpha

titanium of r - 1.20 with a standard dev'ation of 0.10 is obtained

from the experimental data up to specific energies of 95 cal/gram.
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The total uncertainty associated with th'e Gruneisen coefficient

is ! 0.18: the exoe:imental results are therefore not signifi-

cantly different than the handbook value ot 1.18 (Reference 18)

and the Reference 14 value of 1.11.

The standard deviation of the data is ibout t 9 percent;

this is less than the uncertainty associate wit' a given point

(17 percent) and again indicates the self consistency of the

dati. "ny varia'.ion in the Gruneisen coefficient with specific

energy is therefore less than nine percent over the range in

dose.

2.4 CONCLUSIONS

Measurement ef the Gruneisen coefficient using pulsed

electron beams and a transmitted stress technique has been
'emonstrated. Data were obtained on 2014-T6 aluminum and alpha

titanium; the results up to the highest dose levels tested are

in reasonable agreement with the Gruneisen coefficient obtained

from thermodynamic data.

For simple materials and excluding changes in phase, greater

trecision in the Gruneisen coefficlert is obtained from measure-

ment of the specific heat, density, thermal expansion coefficient

and adiabatic bulk modulus. However, determination of the

constant volume energy-pressure coupling for materials with

porosity, large heterogeneity, or changes in phase by the

thermodynamic techniques becomes extremely difficult, and pulsed

electron beam techniq-es are preferable.

In cases where the character of the material tested is such

that dispersion alter6 the stress pulsL jetween the heated
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volume and the transducer, alternative techniques can be used

(Reference 34) One such technique is to observe the velocity

of an interface between the material being tested, which is

uniformly heated by the beam, and a slab of fused silica. The

velocity of the interface can be measured using a velocity

interferometer, observing through fused silica. The pressure

in the material can be calculated from the observed response

since the Gruneisen coefficient and equation of state of the

fused silica are known.
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APPENDIX A
ENERGY-PRESSURE COUPLING DATA

AND CALCULATIONS FOR 2014-T6 ALUMINUM
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Figure A.1 Deposition profile for shots 14531, 14523 and
14529 in 2014-T'6 aluv-irnum.
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i~urc A.- Experimental deposition profile for data shots 790
and 14522 in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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F'iour," A.3 Experimental deposition vrfl o at ht 1
and 614 in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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NT40 REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 14522

Time: 0.10 psec/cm
Pressure (Upper Trace): 5 v/cm

(Lower Trace): 10 V/cm

Fiqure AA, Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beam
depnsition in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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NOT RFPRODUCIBLE

Shot 14523
Tvasi 0.1 osec/t=
Pro-ssure (Upper Trace); 2 V/cm

(Lover Trace): 5 V/cm

Fiqur., A.5 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron
beam deposition in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 14529
Ti.me: 0.1 Usec/cm
Pressure (Upper Trace): 5 V/cm

(Lower Trace): 10 V/cm

Figure A.6 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron
beam deposition in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 14531
Timje: 0 . isec/cmn
Pressure (Upper Trace): 5 V/cm

(Lower Trace): 10 V/cm

Figure A.7 Stress response of ai omart qatlqh' to electron
beam deposition in 2014--'( tn'~~
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 790

Time: 0.1 Isec/cm
Pressure:

Upper trace: 2 V/cm
Lower trace: 5 V/cm

Fiqure A.8 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beamdeposition in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 610

Time: 0.1 jisec/cm
Pressure:

Upper traoe: 5 V/cm
Luwer trace: 10 V/cm

Figure A.Q Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beam
deposition in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 614

Time: 0.1 isec/cm
Pres sure:
Upper trace: 2 V/cm
L~ower trace: 5 V/cm

Ficlure P,10 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beam
deposition in 2014-T6 aluminum.
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Figure A.ll Comparison between measured and calculated stress
histories in quartz--shot 14522.
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Fikiuro A.12 Comparison between measured and calculated stress
histories in quartz--shot 14523.
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Figure A.13 Comparison between measured and calculated stress
histories in quartz--shot 14329.
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Figure A.14 Comparison between measured and calculated stress

histories in quartz--shot 14531.
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Fig-,ire A.15 Comparison between measured and calculated stress
hi~ ~in quartz--shot 790.
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Figure A.16 Coiarisrn betveen measurec and calculated stress
histories in quartz--shot 610.
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Figure A-17 Comp~arison between measured and calculated stress

histories in quartz--shot 614.
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APPENDIX B

ENERGY-PRESSURE COUPLING DATA
AND CALCULATIONS FOR a-TITANIUM
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Figure B.1 Deposition profile for shot 15030 in ot-titanium.
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LIGre.2 Deposition p~rofile for data shots i50ld and
7)5028 in -t-titanium.
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Finurc B.3 Deposition profile for data shot '788 in x-titanium.
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"'i(urL' !.4 Deposition profile for data shots 15088 and 15089
v-titanium.
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Figure B.5 Electron deposition profile for alpha titan-,um shots
at 0.63 MeV mean electron energy.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 15030

Time: 0.1 psec/cnm
Pressure:

upper trace: 2 V/cm
I/);wer trace: 5 V/cm

Figure B.6 Stress response of a qjUartz gauge to electron beam
deposition in x-titaniwri.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 15018

Time: 0.1 "sec/cm
Pressure:

Upper trace: 5 V/cm
Lower trace: 10 V/cm

Figure B.7 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beam
deposition in a-titanium.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 15028

Time: 0.1 Isec/cm
Pressure.

Upper trace: 5 V/(cm
Lower trace: 10 V/cm

Figure B.8 Streas responpe of~ a quartz gauge to electron beam
deposition.-in a-titanium.
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NOT RE[RODUCIBLE

Shot 788

Time: 0.1 1sec/cm
Pressure:
Upper trace: 2 V/cm
Lower trace: 5 V/cm

Figure B.9 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beam
deposition in u-titaniun.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 15088

Time: 0.1 usec/cm
Pressure:

Upper trace: 5 V/cm
Lower trace: 10 V/cm

Figure B.10 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beam
deposition 'n a-titanium.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Shot 15089

Time: 0.1 lisec/cm
Pressure:

Upper trace: 2 V/cm
Lower trace: 5 V/cm

Figure 8.11 Stress response of ai quartz gauge to electron beais;
deposition in '-titanium.
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Scope 1

Time: 0.1 psec/cm
Pressure:
Upper trace: 2 V/cm
Lower trace: 5 V/cm

NOT REPRODUCIBLE

Scope 2

Time: 0.1 1sec/cm
Pressure:
Upper trace: 5 V/cm
Lower trace: 10 V/cm

Figqure B.12 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beam
deposition in a-titanium, shot 618.
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NOT REPRODUJCIBLE

Shot 7187

Time: 0.1 psec/cm
Pressure:

upper trace: 2 V/cm
~.OWC. ~~~2; V/CAn

Figure B.13 Stress response of a quartz gauge to electron beam
deposition in ca-titaniun.
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Figure B.14 Comparison between measured and calculated
stress hiscories in a-titanium--shot 15030.
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Figure B.15 Comparison between measured and calculated stress

histories in a-titanium--shot 15018.
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Figure B.16 Comparison between measu-.ed and calculated stress
histories in a-titanium--shot 15028.
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Figure B.17 Comparison between measured and calculated stress
histories in a-titanium--shot 788.
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Figure B.18 Comparison between measured and calculated stress
histories in a-titanium--shot 15088.
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Figure B.19 Comparison between r"-asured and calculated stress
histories in a-tita urm--shot 15089.
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Ficuro b.20 Comparison ! etween measured and calculated stress
histories in -,titaniu--shot 618.
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Figure B.21 Comparison between measured and ci1culated str,-ss
histories in :.-titaniur--sinot 787.
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